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Men of Steel
Billionaires, like little boys, have long liked to play with trains. With his latest purchase, Warren
Buffett is on track to be today's Cornelius Vanderbilt.

By T.J. STILES

The American railroad produced the nation's original corporate capitalists—the ones we call tycoons,
moguls, or robber barons. The first and greatest was "Commodore" Cornelius Vanderbilt, who
amassed the New York Central system between New York and Chicago in the 1860s and '70s. This
week's purchase of Burlington Northern by Warren Buffett seems to make Mr. Buffett a worthy
successor.

"It's an all-in wager on the economic future of the United States," Mr. Buffett said of his purchase. "I
love these bets." So did Vanderbilt. And Mr. Buffett's wager is on a Vanderbiltian scale. His
company, Berkshire Hathaway, is paying $26.3 billion in cash and stock for 77.4% of the enormous
railroad. (It already owned the rest.) In the Information Age, this is a startling endorsement of the
oldest of the old economy.

Nineteenth century railroads largely created the modern corporate economy. Led by Vanderbilt, they
landscaped the playing field that Mr. Buffett now strides across. The tale of the two titans, then, is a
tangled story rather than a mere contrast of then and now.

On Nov. 8, 1833, the 39-year-old Vanderbilt boarded a train. Railroads were new enough that this
was notable in itself. The locomotive resembled an oversize barrel thrown on its side, with wheels
and a smokestack. The three cars that trailed behind were modeled on stagecoaches, and looked
nothing like the rectangular boxes of decades to come. The train pulled out of South Amboy, N.J.,
and chugged down the Camden & Amboy Railroad. It soon reached the terrifying speed of 25 miles
per hour.

Then an axle broke, pitching the entire train down the embankment. Vanderbilt suffered a punctured
lung, multiple fractures, and had the skin torn off his knees. He barely survived. But he did not let it
color his feelings. Instead, he only grew more interested in this new business.

But what kind of business was it—public or private? The question shadows railroads to this day. The
industry Mr. Buffett now enters endured a wave of government takeovers in the 20th century.
Amtrak, a federal entity, monopolizes intercity passenger travel. This fraught meeting of public and
private has been there from the beginning.
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Take the line that nearly killed Vanderbilt, the Camden & Amboy. It was a privately owned
corporation, but New Jersey had granted it special privileges—in particular, a state monopoly on
railroads. At the time, the corporation was generally seen as a form of government intervention in
the economy. In order to attract private investment in banks and transportation infrastructure, states
chartered corporations with such benefits as limited liability and, as in this case, monopoly rights.
That view of corporations had led Adam Smith to condemn them in "The Wealth of Nations" as a
shackle on the invisible hand. Radical Jacksonians attacked them as an unjust grant of special
privileges to already-wealthy investors.

States constructed some early railroads, but heavy losses discredited such public investments. As a
result, the railroads that sprouted in New England in the 1830s and '40s were privately owned, but
lacked the monopoly rights that made the Camden & Amboy so controversial. They still took the
corporate form, though, because that was the only practical way to structure such a capital-intensive
enterprise. The New England lines helped transform corporations from semi-public works into a
rational type of business organization.

Young Vanderbilt embraced Jacksonian rhetoric. The Hudson River, he wrote in an ad for his
steamboat line, "is the great highway of the people, and does not belong exclusively to the
Monopolists." Yet he was pragmatic. When he built steamboats to run from New York to New
England in the late 1830s, he didn't hesitate to work with railroad corporations. He had to.

The early lines radiating from Boston lacked the capital to extend to New York. Rather, they laid
tracks to Long Island Sound, where water met rail. The sight of sidewheel steamers rocking at the
pier, disgorging passengers who raced between piles of trunks and crates to catch the waiting train,
became a familiar one in the Northeast. It's no small irony that this reliance on more than one form
of transport, such as shipping and rail (known as "intermodal transportation"), was a sign of the
weakness of early railroads, but a sign of strength in Mr. Buffett's Burlington Northern, which carries
containers from West Coast ports.

Railroad shares soon dominated trading on the New York Stock Exchange—which was so small that
stocks and bonds were traded one at a time. (After lunch, they ran through the list once more.)
Vanderbilt proved a master of emerging Wall Street. In 1847, after a brilliant campaign, he took
control of the most admired New England line, the Stonington railroad.

The California Gold Rush took Vanderbilt out of the Stonington and into steamships. But he never
abandoned the railway industry. During the 1850s, he proved a powerful and gifted financier,
rescuing both the Erie and the New York & Harlem railroads. Though he lacked the technical
knowledge he brought to shipping (he designed his own steamers), he demonstrated a deep
understanding of corporate governance and the industry's demands.

In 1863, he shocked Wall Street by assuming control of the troubled New York & Harlem ("Harlem"
for short). But he did so with a keen grasp of its hidden strengths. Mr. Buffett's takeover of
Burlington Northern offers a parallel. This railroad was no darling of Wall Street, any more than the
Harlem was in 1863. But, like Vanderbilt, Mr. Buffett already held a large stake, and had paid close
attention to railroads for years. Now, as the economy struggles, he observes an opportunity to buy a
company that will be at the center of the revival.

Vanderbilt saw a company with a strategic advantage over competitors, as the only line to enter the
center of Manhattan. Previously he had helped reduce the Harlem's heavy debt, positioning it to
flourish under his own management. Similarly, Mr. Buffett perceives that Burlington Northern, and
the railway industry, possess tremendous long-term strengths. Railroads, he noted, move goods "in a
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the railway industry, possess tremendous long-term strengths. Railroads, he noted, move goods "in a
very cost efficient way and they do it in an extraordinarily environmentally friendly way." As both
fuel prices and global-warming worries rise in the years to come, rail will only grow more attractive,
compared to trucking or air.

But Vanderbilt had to cope with two things Mr. Buffett does not: rampant government corruption,
and the fragmentation of the railroad network. In 1863, New York's City Council granted the Harlem
a potentially lucrative streetcar franchise on Broadway. The councilmen did so after buying Harlem
stock, which skyrocketed on the exchange after their vote.

They decided that another golden egg could be had, if they choked the goose. They sold Harlem
short, then revoked the streetcar franchise. "Commodore Vanderbilt warned the members of the
Council of the folly of their trick," reported the New York Herald, and predicted that they would lose
more than they would make by it.

Vanderbilt threw his fortune in the balance and cornered the market in Harlem stock. The
councilmen, unable to find shares to cover their short sales, pleaded for mercy. He fixed a stiff price
to let them off, and they thought better of betraying him again. In 1864, however, the state legislature
attempted the same maneuver. Vanderbilt conducted another corner, on an even larger scale, and
stripped Albany naked as he punished the corrupt senators and assemblymen.

Wall Street had known corners before, but the size, speed, and skill of the Commodore's operations
caught the public imagination. They marked the emergence of Wall Street as an iconic place in
American culture, infused with both romance and dread. With the meltdown of 2008, the public's
attitude switched from love to hate overnight, but that relationship, with all its ups and downs, began
in Vanderbilt's day.

It was the railroads that lifted Wall Street to prominence, for they were far larger than any other
business in America. The biggest New York banks were capitalized at about $1 million each,
compared to about $6 million for the Harlem (not a particularly large line). And yet, railroads were
not large enough.

Vanderbilt, it appears, had no plan for amassing the empire he eventually built. At the age of 70, he
was about a decade younger than Mr. Buffett is today, yet well past life expectancy, and the Harlem
seemed almost a hobby. But he was plagued by the railroad net's fragmentation. Short lines built for
local needs now linked up in a continental system with 30,000 miles of track. A trip between Chicago
and New York passed through numerous companies, each with its own schedules, rolling stock, and
procedures. The inefficiency was bad enough, but connecting lines often clashed, with potentially dire
consequences.

After acquiring the Hudson River Railroad in 1864, Vanderbilt controlled the only lines that entered
Manhattan. But he depended on the New York Central, which ran from Albany to Buffalo, for a
connection with the West. The Central infuriated him by transferring passengers and freight to
steamboats on the Hudson River during all but the winter months. Still, he spent three years
patiently negotiating, and finally reached an agreement. Then, in December 1866, Henry Keep, an
old enemy of Vanderbilt's, took over the Central and revoked it.

Vanderbilt retaliated by closing his lines to the Central's traffic. It was January 1867. The Hudson
was frozen, and no boats could reach Albany. Shut out of New York, his foes capitulated. Central
shares fell on the exchange, and Vanderbilt bought control.
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Vanderbilt brought order to this chaotic industry by consolidating his core companies into the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad, and by purchasing still more lines. With his son William as
operational manager, he wrung new efficiency and profits from his railways, making transportation
cheaper and himself richer. He constructed new infrastructure, such as the original Grand Central,
that strengthened his competitive advantages and reshaped New York.

But controversy dogged him. His battles with Jay Gould, a railroad executive and stock-market
operator, became notorious.

Gould was exactly 42 years younger than Vanderbilt, and his opposite in everything but cunning. A
small man with a great black beard, he publicly embarrassed the Commodore more than once.
Infuriated by one of his maneuvers, Vanderbilt told a reporter, 'You have my authority for stating
that I consider Mr. Jay Gould a damned villain.'

The Erie War of 1868, their epic fight over Erie Railway stock, was considered an emblem of the
dangers of ruthlessness and gigantism in business. The modern argument in favor of government
regulation began to emerge, centered on the Commodore.

Mr. Buffett's approach to investment often seems to parallel the Commodore's. Vanderbilt accepted
no salary as an executive, but took only the dividends on his personal stock. (In his era, investors
expected steady dividends, not rising share prices.) To prosper, he had to make his corporations
profitable, year after year. He bought lines with permanent advantages—those that ran through
developed regions that provided local traffic, for example, and that had low grades, which reduced
operating expenses. So, too, does Mr. Buffett look to the long term. As he explained his purchase of
Burlington Northern, "I just basically believe this country will prosper, and you'll have more people
moving more goods 10 and 20 and 30 years from now, and the rails should benefit."

But the differences are more interesting. Mr. Buffett is betting on good old fashioned stuff—such as
grain, coal for power plants and consumer goods imported from Asia—and the need to move it.
Vanderbilt did the same, of course, but he also helped to create the world of finance. Many of the
abstractions we take for granted today—corporations, securities, financial markets and more—
emerged in modern form in the Commodore's time, amid fierce controversy. His career was an act of
imagination, based on an understanding of the intangible devices of capitalism that many of his
contemporaries lacked. Vanderbilt was attacked, for example, for splitting New York Central stock.
Critics saw the new shares as fraud, believing that each one had to represent $100 of investment in
physical capital. But Vanderbilt always grasped the power—and dangers—of markets and
corporations better than anyone.

The contrast between his time and ours highlights a weakness in Mr. Buffett's investment. By 1870,
rail dominated transportation, carrying virtually everything (and everyone). By contrast, Burlington
Northern faces competition from modes of transportation unheard-of in the 19th century—though it
benefits from prior consolidation in the industry.

The Commodore also smoothed the way for his would-be successor. In Vanderbilt's day, nothing
approached the size and importance of the railroads—not mining, energy, or even manufacturing.
But the efficiency and wealth produced by his lines fostered a far larger and more complex economy.
We are no longer hostage to the fortunes of just one industry, at least not to the extent we were in
1873, when the railroad bubble popped and started a depression. There is a final irony here. Mr.
Buffett could never match Vanderbilt's power and fortune because of the economy's diversity. Yet
that same diversity should help it bounce back, and boost Burlington Northern.
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The railroad has been iconic since its inception. It represents the quintessentially American urge to
conquer space and time. Still, I doubt we would want another Commodore today. He was uniquely
matched to his tumultuous times, as America spread across the continent, fought a Civil War and
erected a corporate economy. Personally violent, ruthless, brilliant, proud, honest and competitive to
the core, he was just the man to battle to the top of our first great industry. Times have changed, and
railroads are now among our oldest industries. The quieter Sage of Omaha might be the right man to
make us proud of it again.

T.J. Stiles is the author of "The First Tycoon: The Epic Life of Cornelius Vanderbilt," a finalist for
the 2009 National Book Award.
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